Progresses of the international community to understand sunflower–pollinator interactions through multiscale approaches☆
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Abstract – The first web conference on sunflower–pollinator interactions gathered the international community around a major topic for sunflower productivity and ecosystemic biodiversity. Insect-mediated pollination is important for increasing sunflower seed yield, but is dependent on environmental factors. Climate change can impact sunflower-pollinator interactions by influencing both plant and pollinator behavior. Natural or artificially elevated ambient temperatures appear to accelerate floret development and advance the timing of pollen presentation to coincide with pollinator activities. Drought showed no major effect on morphological traits such anther or corolla length, but dramatically reduced nectar and pollen productions. Flavonol-glycoside conjugates lower head transpiration thereby mitigating deleterious effects of abiotic stresses. Wild pollinators show fine scale preferences among sunflower varieties, likely due to the different resource focus of wild and managed honeybees. Agricultural practices such as planting flower strips to provide nesting sites for wild pollinators, or supplementing crop plots with hives, can have a positive effect on insect-mediated pollination efficiency and ensure optimal yields. All together, recent results on sunflower–pollinator interactions pave the way to develop varieties and corresponding cropping systems more favorable to pollinator biodiversity while maintaining high yields in the context of climate change.
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Résumé – Progrès le communauté internationale pour la compréhension des interactions tournesol pollinisateurs par une approche multi-échelle. La première conférence en ligne sur les interactions entre les tournesols et les pollinisateurs a réuni la communauté internationale autour d’un sujet majeur pour la productivité des tournesols et la biodiversité écosystémique. La pollinisation par les insectes est importante pour augmenter le rendement en graines de tournesol, mais elle dépend de facteurs environnementaux. Le changement climatique peut avoir un impact sur les interactions entre les tournesols et les pollinisateurs en influençant le comportement des plantes et des pollinisateurs. Les températures élevées (canicule ou de façon artificielle) accélèrent le développement des fleurons et avancent la présentation du pollen devant coïncider avec l’activité des pollinisateurs. La sécheresse n’a montré aucun effet majeur sur les traits morphologiques tels que la longueur des anthères ou des corolles, mais a considérablement réduit la production de nectar et de pollen. Les conjugués de flavonol-glycosides réduisent la transpiration des capitules, pouvant ainsi atténuer les effets néfastes des stress abiotiques. Les pollinisateurs sauvages montrent des préférences à petite échelle parmi les variétés de tournesols, probablement en raison des
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différentes ressources auxquelles les abeilles sauvages et domestiques ont accès. Les pratiques agricoles telles que la plantation de bandes fleuries pour fournir des sites de nidification aux pollinisateurs sauvages, ou l’apport de ruches près des parcelles de culture, peuvent avoir un effet positif sur l’efficacité de la pollinisation par les insectes et garantir des rendements optimaux. Dans l’ensemble, les résultats récents sur les interactions entre les tournesols et les pollinisateurs ouvrent la voie au développement de variétés et de systèmes de culture plus favorables à la biodiversité des pollinisateurs tout en maintenant des rendements élevés dans le contexte du changement climatique.
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1 Introduction

Sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) is originally self-incompatible and was domesticated 4500 years ago in eastern North America (Crites, 1993; Blackman et al., 2011; Seiler et al., 2017). In more recent times, sunflower productivity increased several times following the discovery of the Cytoplasmic Male Sterility (CMS) from H. petiolaris and the restorer line gene, which led to the development of the first hybrid cultivars in the 1980s (Leclercq, 1969, 1983). Despite the fact that sunflower can be largely self-fertile (Mallinger and Prasifka, 2017b), it remains pollinator dependent, and particularly dependent on the honeybee (Apis mellifera) to ensure pollen transfer from anthers to styles and seed production (Dag et al., 2002; Perrot et al., 2019). Nowadays, the sunflower, with 51 million metric tons produced in 2021 (World Agricultural Production Information 2021/2022), is the fourth largest oilseed crop in the world, and modern cultivars have essential agronomic qualities, including drought, cold, and heat tolerance. Sunflower also requires lower fertilizer and pesticide inputs compared to other crops, making it an attractive alternative for growers. It is cultivated worldwide, from tropical and sub-tropical (Chambó et al., 2011; Castro and Leite, 2018) areas to continental, temperate, semi-arid (Ghanavati et al., 1981) or Mediterranean climates (Bartual et al., 2018). In each of these climates, the main pollinator for sunflower is the domesticated honeybee except in North America – from where sunflowers are originated where native solitary and eusocial bees have co-evolved with sunflowers (Greenleaf and Kremen, 2006), and southeastern Asia where some other Apis species participate in sunflower pollination (Singh et al., 2000; Said, 2018).

However, wild pollinators are facing adverse conditions worldwide, including mass extinction and the consequences of climate change (Thomann et al., 2013), as well as destruction of natural or semi-natural habitats (Olynyk et al., 2021). Managed honeybees are also experiencing declines (Becher et al., 2013) due to usage of pesticides in agricultural systems, management practices, and pests (Vanbergen and Initiative the IP, 2013; Panziera et al., 2022; Simone-Finstrom et al., 2022).

In this compelling context, both at the scientific and socio-economic levels, the research community joined for the 1st Sunflower–Pollinators Interaction Web-Conference, on October 6th and 7th, 2021. Here, we present their main results and provide links to the talks on the International Sunflower Association’s (ISA’s) Youtube channel1. Sunflower–pollinator interaction with different perspectives, from the agronomical and environmental, the entomological, the global warming point of views, and from landscape to gene scales.

2 Agronomy and environment

Sunflower, with an abundant production of floral resources, is considered a Mass Flowering Crop (MFC), which has an important effect on pollinators’ populations and diversity. International teams (INRAE, France; USDA and University of Florida, USA; FABI, South Africa; and LoginEKO, Serbia) adopt a range of approaches from ecology, biodiversity and agronomy to study this interaction from the plot to field scales.

2.1 Optimising spatial distribution of mass-flowering patches at the landscape scale to increase crop pollination

In Europe, the addition of wildflower strips is often recommended to promote crop pollination (Altieri et al., 2015), but the addition of such wildflowers can have adverse effects on wild bees visitation rate on MFCs (Westphal et al., 2003). Using landscape ecology, and modeling and simulation approach could help to increase crop pollination. Some hypotheses have been proposed to explain these puzzling results: (i) the number of pollinators is diluted (Holzschuh et al., 2016) with the number of MFC plots; (ii) wild flower plots can concentrate pollinators and distract bees from the crop (Bartomeus and Winfree, 2011); (iii) the distance between wild and crop floral resources can provoke “spillover” effect if placed near each other (Ganser et al., 2018). In his talk, Desaegher addressed two questions: “What is the optimal distance between existing crop fields and new floral plots to enhance crop pollination?” and “How does the quantity of nesting sites in additional floral plots modify the optimal location of new floral plots?” (Desaegher, 2021). Addition of floral patches increases food resources leading to an increased

1 ISA Youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWBTS9FBzA4wtUb1_H6xLUg.
pollinators’ population around patches, but a decreased pollinators’ availability within 800 m radius from a patch due to competition, and a facilitated availability beyond 1 km distance due to an increase of nesting sites, with an optimal distance of 1.2 km. This competition/facilitation balance has been mathematically modeled, but would benefit from empirical observations (Desaeger et al., 2021).

2.2 Hoverflies (Diptera: Syrphidae) as pollinators of sunflowers in the Waterberg Region area of Limpopo Province, South Africa

To determine the potential role of hover flies as pollinators of sunflower in South Africa, Brits (2021) focused on two main objectives: (1) to establish the species richness and abundance of hoverflies in sunflower fields and surrounds throughout the growing season, and (2) to establish which flower species the hoverflies visited based on a pollen library of the region. In northern South Africa, sunflowers are actively visited by hoverflies, with 53 species from Syrphinae and Eristalinae subfamilies. Abundance of hoverflies was significantly greater at the edge of sunflower fields than sampling plots 50 m inside the field or 50 m outside the field. Hoverflies carried mainly Asteraceae pollen (~47%) but also included Peaoldaceae (~15%), Solanaceae (~13%), Fabaceae, Lamiaeace and Commelinaeace. Some hoverflies carried up to 10 different pollen types at the same time. Incorporating natural pollinators such as hoverflies, which may be harder to local environments than managed bee species, into field management practices might have a positive effect on pollination and subsequent seed set.

2.3 Sunflower traits and crop pollination

In the USA, cultivated sunflower has a low to moderate dependence on pollinators, except for the seed producers where cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) needs the involvement of pollinators to provide pollen from maintainer or restorer to the CMS lines (Prasifika, 2021). For the growers, bees are essential to sunflower profitability, where 100% of insect-mediated pollination is required for hybrid seed production and approximately 25–45% increase in seed yield was observed in field trials of cultivated hybrids. Growers know that insect-mediated pollination is important for seed yield and pest management, however not all bees are equivalent in terms of pollination efficiency, with wild bees being more efficient than honeybees in most cases. Wild bees clearly show fine scale preferences among sunflower varieties and bee diversity was not affected by floret depth (Ferguson et al., 2021), but community composition did vary. The absence of pollen led to a poorer bee abundance and diversity and sowing date affected community composition. Six major floral traits are involved in sunflower’s attractiveness: color/patterns, odor, pollen availability, nectar quantity and concentration, nectar composition (sucrose, fructose and glucose) and floret size. As floret size QTLs only partially colocalize with seed size QTLs (Reinert et al., 2020), it is possible to breed large seed varieties with small florets. The recent public releases of several sunflower genomes allows Marker Assisted Breeding to improve yield stability, improve forage for bees while maintaining yield potential, oil content, disease resistance, and use of genetics to map traits of interest for sunflower-pollinator interactions. Future research has to focus on assessing the benefits of bees for current hybrids and associate bee preference with crop traits for better pollination. Breeders have the tools now to breed plants that are better in terms of agronomy, but also better for bees by the selection of favorable floral traits to facilitate bees foraging.

2.4 Past and ongoing trials oriented at improving the pollination efficiency by evaluating pollinators, plants and environment

Research on sunflower pollination at the Institute of Field and Vegetable Crops in Novi Sad (IFVCNS) began in 1979 exploring various aspects of the complex interaction between sunflower and pollinators (Terzić et al., 2017: Terzić, 2021). Yield of sunflower honey in Serbia was 10 kg/hive in 1949 with old varieties, 20 kg/hive with the introduction of 1961 Russian varieties. It reached 66 kg/hive in the 1980s with the first hybrids, and then decreased to 20 kg/hive by 2000 due to inadequate agricultural practices, soil degradation and climate change. Today, sunflower fields produce 12–96 kg nectar/ha and up to 80 kg pollen/ha. NPK fertilization significantly increases nectar production in optimal water conditions, but is non-significant in limiting water conditions. For a given variety, nectar production can vary 5-fold depending on the environmental conditions. Sowing density does not have a significant effect on nectar production at floret or head scale, but has a significant effect at plot scale, with maximum production at 70 000 plants/ha. Seed treatment with insecticides did not show any difference in honeybee preference. In isolation cage experiments with hybrids and parents, bumblebees showed a high preference for A maintainer lines and hybrids carrying the PET1 cytoplasm (Leclercq, 1969), and avoided restorer lines. These PET1 genotypes produced more nectar than restorer or B maintainer lines. In open pollination conditions, pollinators tend to prefer hybrids on parental lines. Bumblebees seem to collect more nectar and honeybees more pollen. In addition, bumblebees can serve as bioagent vectors to control Sclerotinia head rot to lower disease incidence and increase seed yield under Sclerotinia pressure.

2.5 Insect pollination is necessary to maximize seed yield and oil content in sunflower, but a low bee density is enough

Maximum seed yield and oil content is reached from 0.2 pollinators/head, while this natural density very rarely falls below this threshold (Chabert, 2021; Chabert et al., 2022). On experiments conducted in 2015 and 2017 on four cultivars in southwestern France, plots were supplemented with 2 hives/ha on one side of each plot in order to have a gradient of honeybees on plants. In such conditions, sunflowers were visited by 94% of honeybees, 4.5% bumblebees, 1% others wild bees and 0.5% hoverflies. Visitation rate actually decreased with distance to hives. Plants were sampled at 30, 140 and 250 m from the border of the field and the hive location (i.e., pollinator front). Sampled plants were isolated under mesh bags to prevent insect pollination to assess the minimal seed set, were left for open pollination to measure the
actual seed-set depending on the pollinator gradient, or were hand-pollinated to ensure maximum pollination efficiency and measure the yield potential. Depending on genotype, sunflower has an average of 46% of self-fertility for seed set, and 57% for seed weight with a partial size compensation showing the high importance of pollinators’ presence. Interestingly, open pollination appeared to improve oil content by ~6%.

3 Global warming: Heat and drought stress

Global warming has a dramatic effect on sunflower’s attractiveness with the variation of floret anatomical and physiological traits. The two main abiotic stresses caused by global warming are (1) heat waves which effects were studied in FABI (South Africa), and (2) drought stress in Central Washington University, (USA) and INRAE (France).

3.1 The physiological effects of heat stress conditions during anthesis and pollination in domesticated sunflowers

Increasing temperatures and heat waves have an impact on the timing of floral organ development, pollinator visits attractiveness and pollination success. On either heated or unheated sunflower heads, Memela (2021) measured insect visits using time-lapse cameras, stigma receptivity and style elongation. Artificially heated heads have significantly quicker style elongations than unheated ones. This style elongation drives pollen presentation and the same phenomenon was observed with a quicker pollen presentation in warmer heads. Warmer sunflower heads also attracted pollinators earlier and in a greater amount. On the other hand, in natural conditions, differences between sunny days and heat wave periods were not significant. The effect of heat on stigma receptivity is unclear as the results obtained with artificially heated are contrasted with those of natural heat waves.

3.2 Trait architecture and drought tolerance in cultivated sunflower: Focus on floral traits

Floral trait architecture is affected by drought stress. Stem height, stem diameter, apical inflorescence mass and seed set significantly decrease with drought, while days to flower are longer. On a large panel constituted by 40 USDA lines (Segarra, 2020; Dechaine and Segarra, 2021) measured several morphological and physiological traits. Based on these traits they calculated a drought tolerance index. On floral traits, drought stress resulted in a strongly reduced head diameter, weaker but consistent and significant reduction of traits like shorter corolla and styles, and decreased nectar volume, while nectar concentration and anther length remain unchanged. They finally found that there is no obvious correlation between small floret traits and tolerance index except for anther length, which seems to be positively correlated with tolerance.

3.3 Impact of drought stress on sunflower attractiveness to pollinators

Attractiveness is driven by a combination of anatomical and physiological traits (Mallinger and Prasifka, 2017a; Portlas et al., 2018). In a study on three sequenced lines that have differential yield plasticity in response to stress, grown in randomly distributed pots on a high-throughput platform Catrice (2021) showed a similar small corolla depth reduction and a nectar volume decrease than Dechaine and Segarra (2021). Pollen quantity was also reduced, but its lipid and protein composition remained unchanged in response to drought stress. While Dechaine and Segarra (2021) did not observe a variation in nectar concentration, Catrice (2021) observed a 15 to 40% decrease in response to drought, resulting in a decrease of sugar production from 25 to 60%. Sugar composition varied between genotypes, with a high sucrose concentration in the most water deprivation tolerant line while the two others had only traces suggesting the involvement of a cell wall invertase as Prasifka et al. (2018) suggested. Physiology experiments with dye diffusion suggest that water in nectar is actively transported rather than passively diffused by osmotic pressure. Nectar global composition shows high genotypic effect in metabolic signature, with exotic glucosides produced by fungi in one line, antimicrobial molecules in another. This signature suggests differential microbial community.

4 Late floral development—Microclimate, circadian clock control and gene mapping

Plants have evolved multiple reproductive strategies to promote outcrossing. However, our understanding of the mechanisms driving such strategies appears inadequate. In sunflowers, the late-stage floral developments of coordinated male and female organs promote outcrossing by temporally separating male (staminate) and female (pistillate) stages. The floret buds open to release pollen on the first, followed by the stigma elongation and receptive stage promoting outcrossing. The corolla breaks open with anther filaments elongating and releasing the pollens inside the corolla tube at dawn, followed by style elongation pushing the pollens through the tube. The staminate and pistillate stages are propagated from outer to inner parastichies (spiral rows of florlets) on the capitulum. Notably, these stages co-occur in florets of the parastichy, and the separation of developmental stages over consecutive days is coordinated with the time of day. Sunflower is an excellent model for studying how the growth and development of plant organs are coordinated with environmental factors. Three presentations by Nicky Creux (FABI, Pretoria, South Africa), Carine Marshall (University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA), and Srinidhi Holalu were delivered on topics related to microclimate of eastward orientation of capitulum, pollinator visitations, circadian biology of floret maturation and genomic approaches to identify the genetic architecture underlying the timing of floral maturation traits.
4.1 Sunflower anthesis: The delicate balancing act of climate control

It is striking that solar tracking ceases at anthesis, and developing heads face east direction until maturity. Creux (2021) experiments compared the development of late floral stages and pollination visitations between east and west-facing head orientations. The east-facing heads warmed up earlier and acquired more pollinator visitations than west-facing heads. It was also noted that artificial heating of west-facing heads improved the pollination visitations (Atamian et al., 2016). The east-facing heads also sired more offspring and produced heavier seeds at their experiment site in Davis, CA (Creux et al., 2021). The east-facing heads were also developmentally advanced compared to west facing heads, where style elongation was markedly rapid on east-facing heads. However, the anther filament elongation was not affected by the head orientation. Overall, east-facing head orientation was found to benefit through temperature-dependent changes in the timing of floral development and the promotion of insect visits. Creux et al. (2021) are now investigating the effect of heat stress on floral development and pollinator visitations.

4.2 Daily rhythms of sunflower anthesis are coordinated by circadian clock

Floret maturation is well coordinated within pseudowhorls, and that the elongation of the ovary, style and stigma occur at daily rhythm (24 h). To establish the role of circadian in floret maturation, Marshall (2021) conducted time-lapse studies measuring the ovary, style and stamen elongation in capitula exposed to cycling light-dark conditions or constant light or temperature conditions. The capitula grown under cycling light-dark conditions were transferred to constant light conditions to test if the circadian clock regulates the rhythmic anthesis. The data indicated that under constant light and temperature conditions, the normal anthesis rhythm was absent, and the developmental gradient among the pseudowhorl was also abolished. This suggests the role of the circadian clock that integrates environmental signals with elongation growth. Under constant-dark conditions, the ovary and stamen elongation proceeded normally. However, style elongation was slowed down. The anthesis was also temperature compensated, meaning that circadian clock maintains a relatively constant period at different temperatures. The experiments were also performed to assess clock gating by giving pulses of dark treatments during different times of the subjective day. The dark cue during the subjective day delayed the ovary and stamen elongation, indicating time of day sensitivity response, which again suggests the role of clock gating. To summarize, Marshall’s work implicated the circadian clock in coordination of floral maturation stages occurring every 24 h in addition to the role of age of the pseudowhorl. Marshall’s work demonstrated that circadian clock and environmental inputs determine the transition from age-gradient in floret development to separate clusters of maturing florets on the capitulum.

4.3 Mapping floral maturation traits in cultivated and wild sunflowers

To follow floret development (bud break, pollen, and style maturation timing) in nearly 260 field-grown sunflower genotypes (Sunflower Association Mapping (SAM) population), Holalu (2021) used time-lapse image series at 5-minute intervals over 72 h. At anthesis, plants facing East were filmed for three days and then rotated 180 degrees to face West, and filmed again for the next three days. The resulting time-lapse images were analyzed to record the time of the day for 50% bud break, pollen-star emergence, and style emergence occurred. The experimental design also provided insights into the sensitivity of floral development to the orientation of the capitulum. Variation in corolla length, width and stigma color was also recorded. Holalu’s work used a set of 600 000 SNPs generated by the International Consortium on Sunflower Genomics, and based on the XRQ.v1 reference genome assembly to identify genomic association with the different traits using Bayesian sparse linear mixed model (BSLMM). Time-lapse data indicated that pollen-star (staminate stage) and style elongation (pistillate) stages were delayed in west-facing capitula. Holalu found various SNPs associated with all three floral maturation traits. Annotated genes within 50 kb windows surrounding significant associations were considered potential candidates. For bud-break, an association with a gene encoding a Cytochrome b561/auxin-responsive family protein was identified. Pollen-star timing was associated with multiple SNPs on chromosomes 1, 5, 10, 11, 13 and 14. These regions included a gene involved in the gibberellic acid (GA) signaling pathway, on chromosome 10. This association is particularly suggestive, since previous research in Arabidopsis (Plackett et al., 2011) and sunflower (Cecconi et al., 2002) has implicated GA in floral development and pollen extrusion. Additionally, photoperiod-dependent anther filament elongation in response to GA application was also noted in sunflowers (Lobello et al., 2000). Style maturation timing was associated with SNPs on chromosomes 10 and 14; notably these regions included a member of a shaggy kinase domain-containing family that has been shown to regulate perianth and gynoecium development in Arabidopsis (Dornelas et al., 2001). Holalu’s ongoing work includes mapping experiments for the same traits in the F4 and F5 progeny of an intercross between wild H. annuus individuals from natural populations growing at different latitudes. Holalu also touched on the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning tools to aid in counting pollinator visits.

4.4 UV patterns in wild sunflowers: One gene and two functions

UV-absorbing pigments accumulate at the base of ray flowers in sunflowers, forming a circular UV bullseye patterns through the inflorescence. These patterns are known to increase attractiveness to pollinators in many flowers (Rae and Vamosi, 2013; Horth et al., 2014). Todesco (2021) and colleagues observed extensive variation both between and
within wild sunflower species for the size of UV bullseyes. Their study focused on two main questions: what are the genetic basis of variation for UV bullseyes in wild sunflowers, and what are the factors driving this variation across natural populations. In wild *H. annuus*, UV bullseyes vary in size from a very small UV-absorbing ring close to the inflorescence disk, to the whole ray flower being UV-absorbing. A GWAS conducted on several hundred wild *H. annuus* individuals identified a single MYB transcription factor (*HaMYB111*) controlling about two-thirds of variation for the size of UV bullseyes in *H. annuus*. Using a combination of genetic mapping, heterologous complementation, expression analyses and metabolite profiling, Todesco showed that *HaMYB111* affects the size of UV bullseyes by regulating the accumulation of UV-absorbing flavonol glycosides. Variation in the promoter region of *HaMYB111* was consistently associated with larger or smaller UV bullseyes, suggesting that cis-regulatory variation is responsible for differences in the activity of *HaMYB111* alleles. Interestingly, cultivated sunflowers were found to be almost completely fixed for the “large UV bullseyes” allele of *HaMYB111*; consistent with this, cultivated sunflowers exhibit almost uniformly large UV bullseyes. The authors examined possible factors driving the diversity in UV patterns found among natural populations of wild *H. annuus*. Intermediate-to-large UV bullseyes (50–80% of the ray flower being UV-absorbing) were found to increase pollinator visits, while very small UV bullseyes had lower visitation rates. However, the size of UV bullseyes was also found to be very strongly correlated with relative humidity across the range of wild *H. annuus* throughout most of North America, with larger UV-bullseyes found in drier environments. Flower are known to be major sources of water loss in flowering plants (Galen, 2000), and flavonol glycosides have been previously shown to be involved in increasing drought resistance by reducing water losses (Nakabayashi et al., 2014). Todesco found that ray flowers with larger UV bullseyes *(i.e., accumulating larger amounts of flavonol glycosides)* lost water at a significantly lower rate than UV-reflecting ray flowers *(i.e., containing limited/no flavonol glycosides)*. This suggests that UV bullseyes affect more than pollinator preferences in sunflowers, and should be a factor to consider improving the resilience of cultivated sunflower to drier environments.

5 Discussion

Sunflower, a major oilseed crop worldwide, has positive effects on pollinators’ populations, due to the large amounts of nectar and pollen produced during its summer bloom. However, despite the importance of pollinators for sunflower production, and of sunflowers for pollinator populations, studies on the interactions between the two are rare, and the community working on these interactions is largely disconnected. This research area is often secondary in teams working on other aspects of sunflower genetics and physiology. Several aspects of sunflower-pollinator interactions were addressed, with the focus of inquiries ranging from the level of genes and individuals tissues, to the level of entire landscapes.

5.1 Female function

Catrice showed that nectary sits at the top of the ovary and remains at the top of the hull after the floret withered and fell. It suggests that it is part of the female apparatus, thus nectar production must be associated with the female reproductive function. Terzić showed that CMS lines produce more nectar than male fertile counterparts, which seems to confirm this hypothesis, and attracted more honeybees and bumblebees. Anthers and ovary are sink organs and there must be a competition for the carbon resource between pollen production and nectar secretion. The counterpart is that, as Prasifka showed, the absence of pollen due to PET-1 cytoplasm results in poorer abundance in pollinators’ diversity.

5.2 Sucrose in nectar

In the literature, we find that many lines show sucrose traces (~0.5%) in nectar (Vear et al., 1990), but Prasifka (Mallinger and Prasifka, 2017a) and Catrice showed independently that some rare lines have a high amount of sucrose (~50%). These results orient towards the activity of a cell wall invertase, CWINV4, located on chromosome 1 (HanXRQr2Chr01g0013971). Cell wall invertases hydrolyse sucrose to fructose + glucose, and are known in Brassicaceae to be involved in nectar elaboration (Ruhlmann et al., 2009; Minami et al., 2021). Sucrose had been reported to be the preferred carbon source for bees and bumblebees (Waller, 1972; Fonta et al., 1985; Terzić et al., 2017) and the lack of CWINV4 activity may play a role in attractiveness.

5.3 Effect of temperature, light signaling and circadian clock on floret development

Marshall et al. (2023) showed that illumination initiates anthesis after a, setting the circadian clock involved in floret development. In nature, there is a coordination of both plant and insect clocks (Bloch et al., 2017) that affect pollinators’ activity. Sunflower circadian clock could therefore have an effect on pollinators’ attractiveness. Creux showed that east-facing capitula are exposed to sun earlier than those with other orientations, conferring a competitive advantage as the early warming favors anthesis, anther maturation and pollen presentation, style elongation and stigma receptivity, thus attracting pollinators earlier than west facing capitula and siring more offspring. Creux and Memela also showed that artificial heating of the capitula could mimic the early warming indicating that heat is a major factor influencing attractiveness. Holalu performed GWAS on floret developmental traits and found SNPs associated with three floral maturation traits.

5.4 Heat, drought stress and water loss

Heat increases water loss at both vegetative (Crawford et al., 2012) and reproductive organs (Galen, 2000) level. In a recent study, Prasifka et al. (2023) showed that warm conditions increase nectar volume production but not concentration. On the other hand, extreme temperatures strong evaporation at the head level and could lead to reduced nectar
production. In dry environments, UV patterns tended to be larger, and flavonol glycosides involved in floral UV-patterns also decreased flower water loss (Todesco et al., 2022). This reduced water loss could result in a higher nectar secretion; then the foraging insects could memorize that, in dry environments, larger UV bullseyes could be associated to higher rewards. Drought stress is also associated with a decrease in nectar production, reduction in floret size and an increase in days to flower (Dechaine and Segarra, 2020).

5.5 Floral traits mapping

Holalu, Prasifka and Todesco independently mapped floral trait genes on the genome. Prasifka showed that Floret size QTLs only partially co-localize with seed size QTLs (Reinert et al., 2020). By a GWAS approach, Holalu mapped several genes involved in floret development such as Auxin response protein or Gibberellic acid signaling pathway.

5.6 Pollinators density

It is well known by growers that pollinators are important to sunflower profitability but the minimal density to obtain maximal yields remained unknown. Chabert (2021) showed that 0.2 pollinators/head is enough to ensure a maximum yield. This density is close to natural density of honeybees and wild pollinators; sunflower fields are naturally near to saturation. On another hand Desaegher showed that adding non-crop flowering patches can have contradictory effects on pollination. A short distance, below 700 m, between wildflower patches and crop plots has an adverse effect on sunflower yield by competition or density dilution between crop and wild floral resources, which can be more attractive; while it has a facilitation effect on longer distance above 700 m by increasing nesting sites. Wild bees’ scale of effect relies on the bee species and vary from 10 m from the nesting site, up to 2550 m (Desaegher et al., 2022).

6 Future perspectives

The 1st web conference on sunflower-pollinators interactions was born from the necessity of giving this area of research its due relevance, and of developing connections between researchers working on this topic. The conference gathered 200 attendees from 39 countries, and twelve speakers presented their work. It was a first step in order to provide structure to the sunflower-pollinator interactions community, and will hopefully be the foundation of international research collaborations on the topic.

This conference raised several methodological challenges—first and foremost, the limitations and biases of manual insect counting, and the importance of developing automated detection and sampling approaches. Manual counting is time-consuming, and needs several people to obtain sufficient statistical power. Moreover, counting is affected by the hour of the day, ideally requiring to follow the kinetics of the visiting population throughout the day. (Semi-) automatic imaging done with cameras as presented by Holalu, Memela et al. diminishes biases, as several operators can analyze on a single image and validate each others’ counts; they also allow a single operator to rapidly analyze many images long after they have been acquired. Detection of pollinator visits from digital images can also be improved with the development of automatic insect-identification software that take advantage of artificial intelligence and machine learning approaches. Finally, these methods need to be broadly available for the whole community, in order to standardize measurements and allow comparisons between different studies. Automated detection would also have applications in following floret development, and automated nectar sampling could help improve measurement precision by reducing operator variability.

Sunflower provides large amounts of food to pollinators: nectar and pollen. This ecosystem service is limited by the relatively short period of flowering (seven to ten days for a given plot) and a slight extension of this period could result in great benefits for pollinators and beekeeper alike, as bees would have more time to forage on a given plot. Sunflower pollen and nectar are not only a source of carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins, but also supply pollinators with molecules that are known to have beneficial effects on bee health, such as flavonols contained in pollen (Giacomini et al., 2018; LoCascio et al., 2019). Moreover, sunflower cultivation has many virtues, as it is heat and drought tolerant and does not require irrigation, but it is also resistant to many pests and diseases and needs few to no phytopharmaceutical compounds that can remain in soils for years. Pollinators have an impact on seed set and seed quality, the optimisation of the interaction is of importance for the breeder to produce hybrid seeds, for the grower at the farm level by increasing yields and profitability, for the industrial extracting oil and proteins, and finally for the consumer. Breeders have tools to improve varieties towards these ecosystemic service goals as genetic control of the attractiveness traits is being deciphered and to adapt to new agricultural practices in a One Health vision from soil to final consumer.

In this context and accordingly to the audience’s will, a second conference should be organized by 2025, hopefully live.
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